Formation, physical stability and in vitro antimalarial activity of dihydroartemisinin nanosuspensions obtained by co-grinding method.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the formation of drug nanoparticles from binary and ternary mixtures, consisting of dihydroartemisinin (DHA), a poorly water-soluble antimalarial drug, with water-soluble polymer and/or surfactant. Binary mixtures of drug/polyvinyl pyrrolidone K30 (PVP K30), binary mixtures of drug/sodium deoxycholate (NaDC), and ternary mixtures of drug/PVP K30/NaDC were prepared at different weight ratios and then ground by vibrating rod mill to obtain ground mixtures. Nanosuspension was successfully formed after dispersing ternary ground mixtures or DHA/NaDC ground mixtures in water. The ternary ground mixtures did not give superior nanosuspension in terms of particle size reduction and recovery of drug nanoparticles, but they provided more physically stable nanosuspensions than DHA/NaDC ground mixtures. The size of drug nanoparticles was decreased with increasing grinding time and lowering amount of PVP K30 and NaDC. About 95% of drug nanoparticles were found in the nanosuspension from ternary ground mixtures. Zeta potential measurement suggested that stable nanosuspension was attributable to adsorption of NaDC and PVP K30 onto surface of drug particles. Atomic force microscopy and transmission electron microscopy with selected area diffraction indicated that DHA in nanosuspension was existed as nanocrystals. The obtained nanosuspensions had higher in vitro antimalarial acitivity against Plasmodium falciparum than microsuspensions. The results suggest that co-grinding of DHA with PVP K30 and NaDC seems to be a promising method to prepare DHA nanosuspension.